CLASSES OF RESTRICTION FOR CAMPUS TELEPHONES

Listed below are all classes of restriction available on campus telephones. Each class has a different level of ability to call (i.e.: in-house, local, or long distance calls). Department heads must match the appropriate class of restriction to the staff, which use a particular telephone to better control telephone costs and prevent telephone abuse.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class#</th>
<th>Dialing Capabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 0      | • Has all features (ability to call hold, call transfer, call forward, etc.)
|        | • Can receive incoming calls from anywhere (except collect calls),
|        | • Can call any DMC telephone extension on Main Campus, EB, Midwood, Throop & 711/710 PSA
|        | • Can call to any Kings County telephone extension.
|        | • Can dial the DMC long range beeper exchange (917) 760-XXXX. (This requires a touch-tone telephone).
| 2      | • Has all the abilities of Class 0 PLUS:
|        | • Can dial local calls with area codes (718), (347), (646) i.e.: Brooklyn, Bronx, Queens, and Staten Island.
|        | • Can dial local calls with area code (212), (917), (646) i.e.: Manhattan.
|        | **Restrictions:**
|        | • CANNOT dial local directory assistance: 411, (212) 555-1212, or (718) 555-1212; Use local telephone books or several available Internet websites for yellow pages and white pages [www.superpages.com](http://www.superpages.com)
|        | • CANNOT accept a collect call; CANNOT accept a third party billing call.
|        | • CANNOT dial exchanges: 540, 550, 900, 970 and 976-XXXX (dial a joke, a horoscope, etc.)
| 3      | • Has all the abilities of Class 0 and 2 PLUS:
|        | • Can dial the New York Metropolitan Long Distance Areas that are area codes (914) - Westchester, (516) -Nassau, (631) Suffolk Counties in NY, as well as (201), (732), (908), and (973) in New Jersey.
| 5      | • Has all the abilities of Class 0, 2, and 3 PLUS:
|        | • Can dial all other area codes in New York State area codes (315, 607 and 716).
|        | • Same "Restrictions" as Class 2.
| 7      | • Has all the abilities of Class 0, 2, 3, 5, PLUS:
|        | • Can dial long distance OUTSIDE New York State (anywhere in the continental United States).
|        | • Same "Restrictions" as Class 2.
• Same "Restrictions" as Class 2.
• Has the same abilities as Class 7 PLUS:
• International calling abilities (except area 809 due to its high vulnerability of unregulated telephone fraud)

**Restrictions:**
• CANNOT dial exchanges: 540, 550, 900, 970, 976 (Dial a Joke, Horoscope, etc.)
• CANNOT accept a collect call; CANNOT accept a third party billing call.